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Patarenes, Protestants and Islam in Bosnia: Deconstructing
the Bogomil Theory
Ines Aščerić-Todd

Department of Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies, University of Edinburgh, UK

ABSTRACT
Attempts to explain the existence of a large indigenous Muslim
population in Bosnia have resulted in two main academic trends,
both subject to politicized and biased representations of the
area’s history. The first, originating mostly in Serbian nationalist
historiography, claims that Bosnian Christians were forcibly
converted and has been used since the nineteenth century to
galvanize support for Serbian expansionist ambitions in the
shape of its ‘Greater Serbia’ project. The second and long the
most popular view holds that the majority of Bosnian Christians
who converted to Islam belonged to a heretical ‘Bogomil’
institution of the Bosnian Church. Although this theory has been
questioned over time, one of its central premises – that there are
similarities between the theology and practice of Bogomilism
and those of Islam – has never undergone any scrutiny. This
article examines both this crucial premise of the Bogomil Theory,
and the theory’s provenance, and argues that, just as we should
dismiss the Serbian (and Croatian) nationalist theories on the
subject, we should also recognize the Bogomil Theory as a
mythicized account of history, motived by both the personal
prejudice and imperialist-colonialist agendas of its nineteenth-
century authors.
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Introduction

The ‘origin’ of Bosnian Muslims, specifically the nature of the conversion to Islam of
the Bosnian Christian population during the long centuries of Ottoman rule, is prob-
ably the most contentious academic subject in the territory of the former Yugoslavia.
It has also been one of the most debated topics from the nineteenth century till now,
the discussion usually stemming from attempts to ‘explain’ the somewhat distinctive
nature of this process in Bosnia when compared with its Balkan neighbours: while
all the Balkan provinces under the rule of the Ottoman Empire experienced conver-
sions to Islam to some extent, it is only in Bosnia1 that the Muslim population became

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Informa UK Limited, trading as Taylor & Francis Group
This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives License
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/), which permits non-commercial re-use, distribution, and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original work is properly cited, and is not altered, transformed, or built upon in any way.

CONTACT Ines Aščerić-Todd Ines.Asceric-Todd@ed.ac.uk
1For convenience, unless otherwise specifically indicated, throughout this article the term ‘Bosnia’ will be used to refer to
the modern, pre-1995 geographical territory of ‘Bosnia and Herzegovina’. Likewise, the adjective ‘Bosnian’ should be
taken to include ‘Herzegovian’.
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the majority within the first two centuries of Ottoman rule there,2 and these Muslims
came almost entirely from the ranks of the country’s indigenous Christian population.3

The contentious nature of the subject extends well beyond the parameters of acade-
mia, and had far-reaching consequences in the lives of the descendants of those
Muslims and their Christian neighbours for centuries after, culminating in the 1990s
Bosnian war, which saw some of the worst atrocities committed on European soil
since World War II. These included the Srebrenica genocide – the mass murder of
more than 8,000 Bosnian Muslim men and boys by Bosnian Serb paramilitary troops
on 11 July 1995.4

The first of the two principal views proposed to explain the process of conversion to
Islam in Bosnia is part of the long tradition of nationalist historiography that has domi-
nated the treatment of Ottoman history in the Ottoman successor nation-states in the
Balkans:

The majority of the history writing on Muslim communities in the peninsula has to be
placed in the context of the development of politicized, mythical representations of the
region’s past as part of the forging of modern Balkan national identities.5

Most commonly put forward by Serbian nationalist historians, this view emphasizes the
idea of forced conversion, either directly ‘by sword’ or via the institution of devshirme – the
practice of the recruitment of young Christian boys into military service – or indirectly,
through social and economic pressure on landowners to preserve their property and
status. This argument is untenable for a number of reasons including the lack of evidence
for forced conversions outside the framework of the devshirme system, which accounted
for a very small number of individuals, and the gradual, even slow pace of the process
that is now generally accepted. From the nineteenth century, however, this view continued
to receive popular support in some circles and was used extensively as part of the political
propaganda campaign in the run-up to the 1990s Bosnian war.6

The second view, and one that is of primary interest here, proposes that the Bosnian
medieval church organization known as the Bosnian Church (‘Crkva Bosanska’)
belonged to a heretical Neo-Manichean movement, the Western Patarenes, or, more fre-
quently, their Eastern version, the Bogomils,7 and that it was the members of this church
who converted to Islam en masse almost immediately upon the arrival of the Ottomans

2For specific details on the progression of conversion to Islam among the Bosnian population within that period (1463–
1626), see Malcolm, Bosnia, 52–4.

3Compare this with the situation in Bulgaria, where the Muslim proportion of the population consists of a mixture of local
inhabitants who converted to Islam and migrants of Turkish descent. See Antov, Ottoman ‘Wild West’. One Balkan region
that is comparable to Bosnia in terms of the scale of conversions to Islam of its local population is Albania, but the
situation on the ground there was different and the process took much longer to complete.

4For a concise survey of the build-up to and the progression of the Bosnian war, see Ch. 16 and Epilogue in Malcolm,
Bosnia, 234–71. The Srebrenica genocide has been extensively documented and many sources of information are avail-
able; see, for instance: Smith, ‘Srebrenica massacre’. For a more comprehensive treatment of the topic, see Nettelfield
and Wagner, Srebrenica.

5Antov, Ottoman ‘Wild West’, 30–1. For more on this phenomenon of mythicized representations of history in the Balkans,
see ibid. Section 1.3 more generally, 30–40. In the case of Serbia, the principal myth used to reinvent national history is
that of the 1389 Kosovo Polje battle, conceived in the nineteenth century and rekindled in 1989 as part of the preparations
for the implementation of the ‘Greater Serbia’ project set in motion by the Serbian leader SlobodanMilošević and resulting
in the destruction of Yugoslavia and a series of wars in the region. See Magaš, ‘War in Bosnia-Herzegovina’, 40–2.

6A good example of this pre-war propaganda effort is Vasić, ‘Islamizacija u jugoslovenskim zemljama’. For a more detailed
account of this and other views on the process of conversion to Islam in Bosnia, see Aščerić-Todd, Dervishes, 11–21.

7On neo-Manichaeism, see for example Runciman, Medieval Manichee. On Bogomils, see Obolensky, Bogomils. On other
medieval heresies, see Stoyanov, Other God.
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in the region. The reasons put forward for such a proposal are the religious persecution
which the Bosnian Church had suffered at the hands of the Catholic Church just prior to
that, the relative disappearance of the Bosnian Church after the Ottoman conquest, and
similarities between Bogomilism and Islam. The Bogomil Theory, as this view will be
referred to from now on, is almost equally unsubstantiated as the allegation of forced
conversions. First, there is very little evidence to support the claim that the Bosnian
Church, although independent and isolated from Rome, was indeed Bogomil in its
nature, and the only such evidence comes from outside of that church. And second,
regardless of the schismatic or otherwise character of this institution, its membership
was greatly reduced by the papal persecutions on the eve of the Ottoman conquest of
Bosnia, which thus accounts for the fact that they represent only a very small number
of individual conversions to Islam following the conquest: in the Ottoman registers,
those that can be identified as belonging to a separate church organization number
around 700 individuals for the entire period during which the main proportion of con-
versions to Islam took place in Bosnia, from 1463 until the end of the sixteenth century.8

As long ago as 1975, John Fine provided conclusive evidence that members of the
Bosnian Church could not have made any significant contribution to the number of con-
versions to Islam in Bosnia.9 Others, taking into account the evident gradual nature of the
conversion process, together with the above findings regarding the very limited partici-
pation of the members of the Bosnian Church in this process, slowly modified their views
on the Bogomil Theory: Alexander Lopašić, for instance, in 1979 was still writing that
‘shortly after the conquest in 1463, a considerable number of the population…
adopted Islam [and] many of them belonged to the Christian sect called the Bogomils’.10

In 1994, he modified his view to state that the ‘Bogomil betrayal’ and ‘mass conversion’ to
Islam are myths.11 Nevertheless, the Bogomil Theory persisted throughout the twentieth
century and, in a development parallel to that of the revival of the forced conversion view
proposed in Serbian nationalist historiography, it too experienced a resurgence at the
start of the 1990s. This boost came in the form of a new trend in nationalist historiogra-
phy, this time largely initiated and supported by Bosnian Muslims themselves, which
revived the Bogomil Theory’s original premises and emphasized once again the en
masse character of the conversion of the alleged Bosnian Bogomils.12

Thus, even though with time the Bogomil Theory was either rejected or at least sub-
stantially modified, it never quite disappeared, experiencing a revival precisely at the time
when it finally seemed that a general consensus to dismiss it for good might have been
reached. One reason for this seems to lie in the fact that all treatment of the subject
thus far still leaves one of the premises of the Bogomil Theory unexamined, namely,
the proposition that the alleged Bosnian Bogomils converted (en masse or otherwise)
due to the similarities between the theology of Islam and that of Bogomilism. Even
those who question or reject the view that there is a causal link between the Bosnian
Church and conversions to Islam leave this premise intact and make no attempt to
analyse it. Thus, for instance, Noel Malcolm both rejects the thesis of the mass conversion

8Aščerić-Todd, Dervishes, 13–17.
9Fine, Bosnian Church, 385.
10Lopašić, ‘Islamisation of the Balkans: General Considerations’, 50.
11Lopašić, ‘Islamisation of the Balkans… Bosnia’, 165 n. 7.
12Aščerić-Todd, Dervishes, 15.
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of members of the Bosnian Church, and dismisses the claim that the Bosnian Church was
Bogomil, but he does not attempt to consider the validity of the theory’s Islam-Bogomi-
lism premise in the first place.

It therefore seems plausible to suggest that, apart from its long established roots, one
of the contributing factors to the persistence of the Bogomil Theory is the lack of any
close scrutiny of its tenets or its provenance, for one may suggest that, if such scrutiny
had taken place, and if, as a result of it, the Bogomil Theory had been shown to be com-
pletely untenable, the 1990s revival of the theory – which effectively brought the state of
play back to square one13 – would not have been possible. The subsequent sections of this
article will attempt to provide such an analysis of the theory’s main premises as well as its
provenance, in hope of reversing the effects of the 1990s revival and bringing the issue
one step closer to a long-overdue closure.

The Background: The ‘Problem’ of Muslims in Bosnia

As pointed out above, the subject of conversion to Islam in Bosnia is probably the most
controversial academic subject in the region of the former Yugoslavia, and one that has
suffered from numerous political, ideological and nationalist interventions. The reason
for this is to be found in Bosnia’s precarious geographical and political position, and
stretches back far beyond the period in question, namely, that of the expansion of the
Ottoman Empire in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Ever since the arrival of the
Slav tribes in the Balkans in the seventh century, the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina
had represented the dividing line between the two rival groups, Serbs and Croats, and had
become the permanent object of their aspirations for territorial expansion to the west or the
east, respectively. With the emergence of an independent Bosnian state in the twelfth
century, these aspirations became more difficult to achieve, but the precarious position
of the territory this state occupied became, if anything, more intense. As long as the
rulers and people of Bosnia remained Christian, the possibility of bringing them under
the umbrella of either the Orthodox or the Roman Catholic Church and thereby absorbing
them politically into either Serbia or Croatia, remained very real. The arrival of the Otto-
mans, however, shattered the hopes of both, at least for the following 500 years. As a result
of the long centuries of Ottoman rule, not only did the expansionist tendencies of Bosnia’s
neighbours face territorial and political obstacles, but also both Serbia and Croatia now had
a large Muslim population to contend with in their claims to Bosnia’s territory and its
people. This does not mean that such claims stopped. After the departure of the Ottomans
in the nineteenth century, these expansionist tendencies – boosted by a fresh ingredient in
the shape of nationalism – continued in one form or another, from the Kingdom of Serbs,
Croats and Slovenes, which incorporated but did not acknowledge Bosnia, through the
pre-World War II Cvetković-Maček agreement, which split the territory of Bosnia
between Serbia and Croatia, right up to the 1991 Milošević-Tudjman agreement on the
partition of Bosnia, which culminated in the 1992 Bosnian war.14

13Evidence to this effect is provided by a relatively recent publication by Anton Minkov in which the author accepts the
Bogomil Theory and proposes that, because Bogomilism played an important part in conversions in Bosnia, further
research on the subject should consider it a possible factor in conversions to Islam in other parts of the Balkans
too. See Minkov, Conversion to Islam, 105–8.

14See generally Malcolm, Bosnia.
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Throughout this time, the ‘problem’ of the Muslims in Bosnia was dealt with in a dis-
tinctly clumsy fashion, dictated by the stringent and unaccommodating postulates of
‘nationhood’, which in the case of Serbia and Croatia acquired the extra dimension of
religion.15 This was seen to be necessary in order to differentiate between the two
groups, Serbs and Croats, essentially two tribes within the same people, for if the criteria
of the same ethnic, cultural and linguistic background were applied, it would be difficult
for either group to claim their distinct ‘nationality’. The other, and perhaps equally
important, reason for this assimilation of religion into the definition of nationhood
lies precisely in the age-old expansionist ambitions on Bosnian territory of both Serbia
and Croatia.

In the ‘New’ (as it was called in Serbo-Croat), that is to say, post-World War II, Yugo-
slavia, in which Bosnia regained its long lost territorial shape, these aspirations were once
again stifled and the possibility of a straightforward territorial conquest of any kind by
either Serbia or Croatia was for the time being lost.16 In the environment of general tol-
erance (or at least appeasement) created by Tito, these tendencies had to find a new, less
explicit form of expression. They did this through a kind of ‘inverted’ nationalism: first,
both in Serbia and Croatia, religious affiliation – to Eastern Orthodoxy or Roman Cath-
olicism, respectively – was made the primary determinant of their national identity and,
second, this notion was projected onto Bosnia and Herzegovina and inverted, such that
any Eastern Orthodox or Roman Catholic living in Bosnia was now also a member of the
Serb or Croat ‘nation’. The imposition of this external nationalism on the Christian
inhabitants of Bosnia brought about a reversal of perspective: instead of Serbia or
Croatia claiming that Bosnia belonged to them, its inhabitants would now be able to
claim that they belonged to one or the other; if they were to request inclusion into
these two territories, surely there could be no question of expansionism on the part of
either.

However, there still remained the ‘problem’ of the Muslims. The manner in which
the above principle of inverted nationalism was applied to them may be outlined as
follows:

The argument has various forms, but central to it are the following elements: the Serb/Croat
nation existed as a nation long before the arrival of the Ottomans in the fifteenth century;
the inhabitants of medieval Bosnia–Herzegovina were either Serbs or Croats. Those who
converted to Islam were therefore either Serbs or Croats; the majority of the converts
were Serbs (the Serbian view)/Croats (the Croatian view).17

It was because of these nationalist theories – and as the only defence mechanism possible
within the context of the secular socialist Yugoslavia – that the peculiar phenomenon of
Muslim ‘nationality’ developed in Bosnia. As a result of the Muslims’ struggle against
Serbian and Croatian ambitions, this incongruous concept was institutionalized in
1971, when the national census provided the category of ‘Muslim by nationality’.18

15Other Balkans Ottoman successor states that adopted fervent nationalist ideologies, such as Greece or Bulgaria, also
consider religion to be a constituent part of their national identity, though the extent to which religion has evolved
to become a primary indicator of one’s ‘nation’ and, by extension, one’s ethnicity, varies from case to case.

16In fact, it was precisely World War II that ‘saved’ Bosnia from the partition agreed between Serbia and Croatia in 1939.
17Sorabji, ‘Islam’, 51.
18Malcolm, Bosnia, 199. For more on the evolution of this process and the various terminologies used, see Adanir,
‘Formation of a “Muslim” Nation’.
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How deeply ingrained among Bosnians19 this notion of nationality as a religious affilia-
tion became can be illustrated by a telling and amusing episode from a foreigner’s experi-
ence in Bosnia in the 1980s:

The strong relationship between ‘nacija’ (nationality) and ‘vjera’ (faith)…was spelled out to
me by one Sarajevo-born housewife in her twenties who wanted to knowmy ‘nacija’. English
did not satisfy her and neither did ‘British’; the answer she was looking for was ‘Protestant’
and only this satisfied her as to my ‘nacija’. ‘Nacija – that means faith’, she explained.20

It was only in 1992, with the recognition of Bosnia and Herzegovina as an independent
state, that it became possible to correct this misconception. Needless to say, it was too
late. These days, in the post-war, post-Dayton era, it is only the Muslims who call them-
selves ‘Bosnian’; thus the seeds of that inverted nationalism which had been systemati-
cally sown among Bosnian Christians throughout the previous century are finally
coming to fruition.21

In view of the above considerations, it is not difficult to understand why the subject of
conversion to Islam in Bosnia should be one of the most contentious historical topics in
the region of the former Yugoslavia and even beyond. That being the case, it should also
not come as a surprise that it should be continually used within the frameworks of
various nationalist ideologies, or that its academic treatment should be hindered by
these ideologies and frequently subject to deliberate misinterpretation and bias. In
fact, it seems virtually impossible to find a work on this subject by an author from any
territory of the former Yugoslavia that is not either wholly based on that author’s political
agenda or personal feelings or, at the very least, strongly conditioned by them.

Thus, as far as the first of the existing views on the conversion process is concerned,
that of forced Islamization, all the examples of this view appear to be shaped by this kind
of less than dispassionate approach to the subject. An excellent example is the world-
famous Bosnian novelist Ivo Andrić, whose doctoral thesis, written in 1924 in Graz in
Austria, seems to be entirely the result of Andrić’s personal sentiments of resentment
towards both the Ottomans and Bosnian Muslims, in almost equal measure.22 Even in
isolation, Andrić’s arguments regarding conversions to Islam in Bosnia as being primar-
ily driven by land ownership and the devshirme are, as already mentioned, untenable.
However, these arguments are further seriously compromised by the context in which
they are made and by Andrić’s other views expressed in this work. Thus, what clearly
transpires as the overriding sentiment of the thesis is Andrić’s opinion that any kind

19Until 1992, when Bosnia gained its political independence, the term ‘Bosnian’ was only used to denote the geographical
position, whereas the terms ‘Serb/Serbian’ or ‘Croat/Croatian’ also stood for ‘national’ affiliation.

20Sorabji, Islam, 54.
21This was facilitated by the Dayton agreement, which formalized the de facto partition of Bosnia, very much along the
lines of those planned by Cvetković and Maček on the eve of World War II and more recently by Milošević and Tudjman,
and normalized the use of the ethnicity-equals-religion terminology: thus, we now talk about ‘Bosnian Serb’, ‘Bosnian
Croat’ and ‘Bosnian Muslim’ populations of the country. Bosnian Serbs themselves, however, use only the designation
‘Serb’, and Bosnian Croats only ‘Croat’. In response to this practice, the situation was further complicated by the adop-
tion by Bosnian Muslims of the term ‘Bosniak’ as their own distinct ethnic identity. For more on how and why the revival
of this medieval term came about in 1992, see Bektović, ‘European Islam’, 220.

22Andrić, Razvoj duhovnog života. Tellingly, the first edition of this work was published in Belgrade in 1988, thus on the
eve of the pre-war propaganda effort mentioned earlier and consisting of the revival of the mythicized representations
of Serbian and Bosnian history and the proliferation of the Serbian nationalist historiography. This was followed by a
flurry of re-publications in Serbia throughout the 1990s and the first decade of the 2000s. The English translation of the
work (Andrić, Development of Spiritual Life) was first published in 1990.
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of cultural or spiritual development of a society is only possible in the context of Chris-
tianity, and that Islam is therefore only to be viewed as an obstacle to any such develop-
ment.23 Hence, the Ottoman conquest and subsequent rule of Bosnia cannot be
considered as anything but a huge catastrophe, not only for the country itself, whose
development was stunted by it, but also for the region as a whole, since it severed its
links with Western Europe and, through the Islamization of the Bosnian population,
created a barrier between the two spheres of Christianity.24 Thus, conversion to Islam
is viewed as something wholly negative and, as a consequence, something for which
those connected with it must be condemned. In the first instance, it is the Ottomans
who are blamed and accused of enforcing the Islamization of the Bosnian population.
At the same time, however, this population is not entirely free of blame itself, since by
their participation in the process (in spite of its being imposed by force), Bosnian
Muslims too contributed to the devastation and the ‘backwardness’ of their country.
Hence, in his conclusions on the main subject of his study, Andrić derides Bosnian
Muslims’ cultural and spiritual heritage and concludes that the effect of Islam on
Bosnia was ‘utterly restrictive and barren’.25

As for the second and most persistent view on conversion to Islam in Bosnia, the
Bogomil Theory, it will be shown in what follows that its continual and ever strong pres-
ence in the context of this issue, as well as its appearance in the first place, were also very
much conditioned by political circumstances and state or personal ideologies.

‘Deconstructing’ the Bogomil Theory

The initial premise of the Bogomil Theory is that the members of the Bosnian Church
were Bogomils and that the majority of the Bosnian population prior to the Ottoman
conquest belonged to this church and was therefore Bogomil. Following the Ottoman
conquest, these Bogomils embraced Islam en masse, which is what accounts for the
large scale of Islamization in Bosnia. The main reasons offered for their mass conversion
are their resentment towards the Catholic Church in the wake of the persecution suffered
at its hands,26 and their affinity with Islam because of the nature of their beliefs and prac-
tices, which, according to the proponents of this theory, were similar to those of the
Muslims.27

The theory was further developed by Aleksandar Solovjev, who added a new dimen-
sion to it: the thesis of the so-called ‘Poturs’, a term which, according to Solovjev, signifies
Bosnian peasants who embraced Islam but retained their previous (Christian) heretical
beliefs and practices, and were considered to be equally bad Christians and Muslims.
According to this thesis, these ‘Poturs’ represent the link between the Bogomil
Bosnian Church and Islam, and prove that the Bogomils were the main force of the

23Andrić himself was of Roman Catholic background, but he is known to have had a great personal affinity with the
Serbian nationalist cause and with the Orthodox Church as part of that.

24Andrić, Razvoj duhovnog života, 26.
25Ibid., 86.
26Bašagić, ‘Patareni i Islam’, 178. Though instigated by Rome, the most severe persecution suffered by the Bosnian Church
was in fact carried out in 1459 by the Bosnian King Tomaš, who, in exchange for papal promises of assistance in the face
of the ever increasing Ottoman threat, forced about 2,000 members of the Church to ‘convert’ to Catholicism or flee into
Herzegovina.

27Handžić, ‘Glavni uzrok’, 77. See also idem, ‘Jedan prilog’; idem, Islamizacija Bosne.
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conversions to Islam in Bosnia.28 The term ‘Potur’ is scrutinized in considerable detail by
Noel Malcolm, as is, by implication, the credibility of the above thesis. After careful
examination of the possible meanings of the term and its various usages, Malcolm con-
cludes that ‘Potur’ simply denotes ordinary Slav (as opposed to Turkish) Muslim pea-
sants of Bosnia, and that attaching any significance beyond this to any of the usages of
the term is not necessary or indeed correct. Furthermore, he shows that the evidence
available on the religion of the ‘Poturs’– which mainly consists of a few reports by
foreign envoys, mostly Habsburg, on the weakness of faith of the Bosnian Muslim
reaya – does not indicate any kind of Bogomil religious tradition, and that in most
cases too much has been read into this evidence.29

Apart from this, and as further support for the Bogomil Theory, Solovjev introduces
into the equation the ‘Janissary Codex’, a document outlining the practice of ‘voluntary
devshirme’ in Bosnia, the text of which was first published at the turn of the last century30

and which, according to Solovjev, confirms his claim of the en masse conversion of
Bosnian Bogomils. The text of the document, in Solovjev’s translation, runs:

There is a law that all young janissaries (acemi oğlan) who are collected from Bosnia should be
Muslims, sons of Muslims. Apart from this, most of them are accepted in the Imperial Palace,
in the garden.31 The reason for such attention being given to the aforementioned people is the
following: at the time when the conqueror of Istanbul, his Excellency Sultan Mehmed Khan –
may God be merciful to him and pleased with him – set out to Bosnia with the victorious
army, all the reaya and the nobility of that land, discovering the power and strength of his
Excellency the Sultan, the Refuge of the World, came to meet him, prostrated themselves
before his Imperial foot and all at the same time converted to Islam. When his Excellency
the Sultan saw that these all at the same time embraced Islam he told them that they were
not bad people. Because they converted to Islam, his Excellency the Sultan, the Refuge of
the World, said to them: ‘Ask from me what you want!’ The inhabitants of this province
requested ‘Let youths (acemi oğlan) be collected from our land.’ Their request was granted
and they are taken whether circumcised or not: it is not the law for them to be examined.
These (youths) from these people that have until now been collected, are either in the Imperial
Palace, or the garden. They were clever and talented and mostly came out (from the Palace)
with high positions and reached lofty ranks.32

Even at first reading, the hyperbolic character of the story recounted is obvious: this is
clearly a mythicized representation of history devised as an explanation for the origin of
the practice of ‘voluntary devshirme’, suggesting its existence as early as 1463, at a time
when in reality there would have been hardly any Bosnian Muslims to participate in it.33

Bearing in mind both this and the fact that the text contains no mention of either the
Bosnian Church or, more importantly, the Bogomils, it seems unwise to base an argu-
ment on this source. Yet, Solovjev’s verdict that this document provides undeniable
proof of the Bogomils’ mass conversion to Islam remained firmly established within
the framework of the Bogomil Theory.

28Solovjev, ‘Nestanak Bogumilstva’, 55–60. He further discusses this thesis in the article ‘Engleski izvještaj’.
29Malcolm, Bosnia, 59–63.
30This was done by Safet Bašagić (from the only existing copy of this document dating from 1724); see Bašagić, Kratka
uputa).

31‘In the garden’ presumably refers to the ‘Bostancı Ocağı’, the Janissary corps attached to the sultan’s palace.
32Solovjev, ‘Nestanak Bogumilstva’, 51–2.
33This deviation from the usual rule of the devshirme system, whereby local Muslims voluntarily joined the Janissary corps,
is known to have occurred in Bosnia in later periods, the earliest evidence for it being from the sixteenth century.
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It is no surprise, then, that this document is repeatedly quoted by probably the most
fervent proponent of the Bogomil Theory, Muhamed Hadžijahić, who uses it as one of
the main supporting pillars of his arguments. What makes Hadžijahić unique among
the proponents of the Bogomil Theory is his unwavering and unrelenting persistence
in supporting it. While there are those whose opinion has been modified over the
years and whose conviction has weakened, Hadžijahić’s has intensified. In an article
written in 1975, he expresses his unreserved support for the claim that the members
of the Bosnian Church were Bogomils and that it was they who made up the bulk of
the Muslim population of Bosnia. He also accepts the idea that these Bogomils not
only converted to Islam when the Ottomans arrived but also considerably aided the con-
quest itself because of the pro-Ottoman atmosphere that arose in the wake of the perse-
cutions of the members of the Bosnian Church both by Rome and Hungary. He adopts
Solovjev’s theory about the ‘Poturs’ and devotes a considerable part of his article to the
‘Janissary Codex’ and the attempts to prove its authenticity.34 Almost two decades later,
Hadžijahić still stood firmly by his arguments, this time expressed in a book called Por-
ijeklo bosanskih Muslimana (The Origin of the Bosnian Muslims), which reiterates his
earlier claims and expands upon them.35 Another book, published almost immediately
after and co-authored by Hadžijahić, repeats almost word for word all of his arguments
on the Bogomil Theory.36

Hadžijahić’s two books are good examples of the 1990s revival of the Bogomil Theory,
which occurred in the shape of a number of works giving new life to the by then almost
rejected notion of the en masse conversion to Islam of members of the Bosnian Church.
Starting on the eve of the 1992 war in Bosnia, during the war and in its aftermath, the
revival of the Bogomil Theory intensified and continued with even more vigour. One
of the first examples from the latter period is found in a text-book type history of
Bosnia that appeared in 1994 and which in a matter-of-fact style states:

Before the arrival of the Ottomans there were three religions present in Bosnia: the Bogomil,
Catholic and Orthodox… The sources show that in the main parts of the Bosnian state, in
central and eastern Bosnia, the most massive conversions to Islam were among the
Bogomils.37

The book further goes on to quote parts of the ‘Janissary Codex’ as one of the most
important pieces of evidence of mass conversions to Islam in Bosnia during the rule
of Mehmed II (r. 1444–1446 and 1451–1481).38

The Bogomil Theory was taken to a new level in a book called Korijeni Bosne i
Bosanstva (The Roots of Bosnia and Bosnianism) by Enver Imamović, a Sarajevo Univer-
sity professor and one of the key figures in the 1990s revival of the theory. The overall
tone of this book and its clear aims provide an excellent aid to a better understanding
of the causes of this revival and also give an indication of the reasons behind the
theory’s endurance and ever-strong presence in the context of conversions to Islam in
Bosnia. The main goal of the book is to establish a link between the Bosnian Muslims

34Hadžijahić, ‘O nestajanju Crkve bosanske’.
35Idem, Porijeklo bosanskih Muslimana.
36Hadžijahić, Traljić and Šukrić, Islam i Muslimani.
37Tepić and Džanić, Bosna i Hercegovina, 80.
38Tellingly, the words ‘reaya and nobility’, as those who came out and prostrated before the sultan (see Solovjev’s trans-
lation of the text above), are here simply replaced with ‘Bogomils’ (ibid.).
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of today and the medieval population of Bosnia, in order to prove that the former are
descended not from some kind of foreign element brought into the country as a result
of Ottoman rule, but from their medieval Bosnian forefathers, and are therefore the
rightful inhabitants of Bosnia. In the words of the author:

A lot more articles, discussions and studies will have to be written before it enters into the
consciousness of the Bosnia–Herzegovina Muslims and especially that of certain circles
outside our country that the Muslims of this area are its thousand-year old inhabitants
and that they represent a historical people of Bosnia–Herzegovina.39

Of course, the process of conversion to Islam among the Bosnian population is of key
importance in this issue and Imamović repeats the Bogomil Theory along the usual
lines. However, to Imamović, it is important not only to show that the members of
the Bosnian Church were by far the majority of the Bosnian medieval population, and
that they virtually all converted to Islam, but also to prove that the Bosnian Church
was indeed Bogomil, and therefore heretical from the point of view of both the Catholic
and Orthodox Churches (and hence independent from either Croatian or Serbian church
authorities). Consequently, he devotes a large portion of his book to this issue and goes to
great lengths in the attempt to prove the Bogomil character of the Bosnian Church.40

Thus, while the Bogomil Theory was undergoing revision and new approaches to the
problem were being sought, a sudden, but not necessarily unexpected, resurgence of the
old trend put a stop to this development and brought the issue back to square one. What,
then, are the causes of this revival of the Bogomil Theory and what lessons can be drawn
from it with regard to the theory in general?

The first observation that can be made about the revival of the Bogomil Theory is that
those who initiated it were exclusively Bosnian Muslim scholars, and they spell out the
main reason behind their need to return to the Bogomil Theory: namely, to show that
present-day Bosnian Muslims are the indigenous population of Bosnia and so have
every right to live there. This is not difficult to understand if one remembers the ‘inverted’
nationalism of Serbia and Croatia that was imposed upon Bosnia: the Eastern Orthodox
living in Bosnia are of Serb nationality and the Roman Catholics are of Croat nationality.
The Muslims therefore have no nation; they are either foreign elements who arrived
during Ottoman rule or, if they are indigenous, they are converted Serbs or Croats.
These long-nourished ideas were finally put into practice in 1992, and both of these
modes of thought were adopted almost simultaneously: first, Bosnian Muslims were
labelled Turks and, as such, they had no business living in Bosnia and should be extermi-
nated or expelled; second, those who remained should be made to belong, territorially and
politically, to either Serbia or Croatia. The Bosnian Muslim response to the first option is,
naturally, to emphasize that the conversions to Islam that took place in Bosnia mean that
present-day Bosnian Muslims are descendants of medieval Bosnian inhabitants and that
there are, therefore, no grounds for claiming that they are Turks. Thus, the answer to
the question regarding the causes of the revival of the Bogomil Theory is quite straightfor-
ward: the theory was revived in order to provide support for the argument that Bosnian
Muslims are descendants of the indigenous population of Bosnia.

39Imamović, Korijeni Bosne, 127.
40Ibid., 167–206.
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As for the question of what this revival tells us about the Bogomil Theory in general,
the answer may not be immediately obvious. To begin with, it may be observed that, even
after successfully discrediting the claim that they are Turks, Bosnian Muslims are still
left with the problem of the second option of the ‘inverted’ nationalism principle,
namely that they are either Serbs or Croats (the possibility of their being Bosnian
being of course non-existent according to this principle). How, then, do they counter
this claim?

Again, the answer is given to us by the revivers of the Bogomil Theory themselves. For
Imamović, equally important to showing that the medieval Bosnian population embraced
Islam was proving that the Bosnian medieval religious institution was heretical, that is,
Bogomil, and therefore distinct from the Catholic and Orthodox Churches. Hadžijahić’s
answer to the question is even more direct. It is contained in the following paragraph
from his 1991 book, found at the beginning of the chapter entitled ‘Bogumilstvo i Isla-
mizacija’ (Bogomilism and Islamization):

There is hardly anybody within academia who has tried to deny the opinion about the mass
conversion to Islam of the members of the Bosnian Church (the Bogomils). However, from
as early as 1867, a small number of authors appeared who have opposed the thesis that the
Bosnian Church was Bogomil and have tried to prove that it was not heretical; and then
some authors also opposed the commonly accepted notion that the Bosnian Muslims are
descendants of the Bosnian Bogomils.41

Clearly, both authors feel the need to link the issue of the heretical nature of the
Bosnian Church with what to some may appear as a completely unrelated matter,
namely that of present-day Bosnian Muslims being the rightful inhabitants of their
country. To them, however, these two issues are inseparable, because the only way
to counter the Serbian and Croatian nationalist claims that Muslims in Bosnia are
either Serbs or Croats – by virtue of being either Orthodox or Catholics who con-
verted to Islam – is to provide a historical continuity for the distinct identity of
today’s Muslim population of Bosnia. They do this by emphasizing the distinct reli-
gious identity of their ancestors, namely the Bosnian Church, which through its here-
tical Bogomil nature would have been as different from the medieval Catholic and
Orthodox Churches as are today’s Muslims from today’s Catholics and Orthodox.
Moreover, since both of the options offered to Muslims within the framework of
Serbian and Croatian nationalism categorically deny any possibility of Bosnian nation-
hood, this distinct Bosnian religious institution, the Bosnian Church, is also used as
one of the symbols and distinguishing marks of a distinct Bosnian nation. This is
why, for instance, Imamović, while emphasizing the heretical nature of the Bosnian
Church, also overstates its importance and status in the Bosnian state: ‘Bosnia is a
unique country also because there the heresy was the official state religion, to
which the ordinary people, as well as the aristocracy and the rulers, belonged.’42

Thus, instead of simply dismissing the premise of Serb/Croat ‘medieval nations’ as

41Hadžijahić, Traljić and Šukrić, Islam i Muslimani, 39–40.
42Imamović, Korijeni Bosne, 164. Compare this statement with the diametrically opposite view expressed in the following
passage from Fine’s study on the Bosnian Church: ‘Throughout this study we have stressed that the Bosnian Church
exerted relatively little influence on political developments or upon society. And as an inefficient religious organization
existing in the middle of a peasant society quite indifferent to religious matters, its religious and moral influence was
also small. Thus the legacy of the Bosnian Church is nil.’ Fine, The Bosnian Church, 387.
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a product of modern nationalist ideologies, Bosnian Muslims, on the contrary,
accepted it by striving to find an equivalent for themselves.43

The main reason behind the Bogomil Theory’s persistence clearly does not lie in the
strength of its foundations or the arguments supporting it, but in its importance for the
Bosnian Muslim cause in the context of Serbian and Croatian nationalism and aggressive
ideologies, whose principal weapon is precisely the process of conversion to Islam.
Indeed, if one were to examine the overall development of the Bogomil Theory through-
out the last century, one would find that Muslims form the majority of its proponents.
And as far as the territory of the former Yugoslavia alone is concerned, with the
notable exception of Aleksandar Solovjev, the supporters of the Bogomil Theory are
exclusively (Bosnian) Muslims.

There is, however, one aspect of the Bogomil Theory that seems to have been forgotten
even, or perhaps especially, by its Muslim supporters. In the light of everything said so
far, one might assume that it would have been a Bosnian Muslim scholar who first intro-
duced the Bogomil Theory as the explanation for conversions to Islam in Bosnia. This
assumption would be wrong, however. For if one looks for the roots of this theory,
one will find that the actual authors of the Bogomil Theory were neither Bosnian nor
Muslim.

The Origin of the Bogomil Theory

One gains a clear indication of the provenance of the Bogomil Theory by considering a
particular element in it that seems to be distinctly at odds with the fact that the majority
of the supporters of the theory are Muslims. The element in question is the thesis that
proposes that there are similarities between the teachings and practices of Bogomilism
and those of Islam, and which became over time the main argument in favour of the
theory of mass conversions to Islam by members of the Bosnian Church.

The reason why it seems incredible that such a thesis would be accepted and sup-
ported, let alone proposed, by any Muslim (scholar) hardly needs an explanation. It is
beyond the scope of this article to go into a detailed discussion of Neo-Manichaean theo-
logy and, for the purposes of illustrating the point in question here, it will suffice to
outline the principal element of this theology, which is also the most obvious factor in
terms of its irreconcilability with Islam. This fundamental element of Neo-Manichaeism,
and therefore of Bogomilism, from which stem all other aspects of this theology, as well
as the practices of its followers, is the dualist teaching of two Gods, one based on the
so-called Manichaean Myth, the teaching of the origin of the world according to
Mani.44 The basic premise of the Manichaean Myth, and of the theology of all dualist
movements originating from Manichaeism, is the notion of the parallel existence of two
principles, Good/Light and Evil/Darkness, the former being the creator of the spiritual,
and the latter of the material world.45 All other teachings that follow from this notion

43As already mentioned (see note 21 above), as a result of this effort, since the early 1990s the Bosnian Muslims have also
adopted the term ‘Bosniak’ as the indicator of their ‘national’ identity. The effect which the Bogomil Theory and its
revival have had on the way in which contemporary Bosnian Muslims navigate their identity is evident in the fact
that, in some Bosnian Muslim circles today, the term ‘Bosniak’ is considered to be inextricably linked with and to
have its origin in Bogomilism. Bektović, European Islam, 220.

44Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 73–87; Obolensky, Bogomils, especially 10–27.
45Asmussen, Manichaean Literature, 103–16; Lieu, Manichaeism, 8–18.
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to form a complex theology are equally heretical, verging on blasphemous, from the point
of view of any monotheistic religion, including, and in some respects especially, Islam.
This being the case, one cannot escape the conclusion that this is why the supporters
of the Bogomilism-Islam thesis do not discuss Bogomil theology in any detail and in
their arguments choose to concentrate on Bogomil practices rather than their teachings.
Bogomil practices, however, are entirely dependent upon their dualist theology, and, as
will be seen later, most of them are just as incompatible with Muslim practices as is
Bogomil theology with that of Islam.

One of the first (Bosnian) Muslim scholars to mention the Bogomilism-Islam thesis
was Mehmed Handžić. In his work entitled Islamizacija Bosne i Hercegovine, Handžić
goes to great lengths in his attempt to prove that the Bosnian medieval religious insti-
tution of the Bosnian Church was neither Catholic nor Orthodox, but Bogomil.46 He
then goes on to say that, following the Ottoman conquest, these Bogomils very quickly
became Muslims. Finally, in order to support this claim, Handžić mentions the thesis
about the existence of similarities between Bogomilism and Islam and, as an explanation,
quotes a list of these similarities as given by Thomas Arnold in his book The Preaching of
Islam, published in 1896.47 Arnold’s book, however, shows that he uses an even earlier
work as his source on the Bogomil question, namely, Johann von Asboth’s Bosnien
und die Herzegowina: Reisebilder und Studien published in 1888, ten years after the
start of the Austro-Hungarian occupation of Bosnia.48

The idea that the members of the Bosnian Church were heretical Bogomils is almost as
old as the Bosnian Church itself and it is hardly surprising that this should be treated as one
of the main features of Bosnian history in a work compiled by a Hungarian; this idea had
been firmly ingrained for centuries among Hungarians and had been the main pretext for
organizing crusades against Bosnia and the part of von Asboth’s book that deals with the
history of Bosnia up until the Ottoman conquest is based entirely on this supposition and
is simply entitled ‘The Bogomils’.49 It is also not surprising, then, that von Asboth should
explain the fall of Bosnia to the Ottomans in terms of a Bogomil betrayal:

Muhammad… drew up before the walls of Bobovatz, and on the 19th of May commenced
the siege of this stronghold. Bobovatz, which had survived so many sieges, would have
proved defensible on this occasion too, had not the commandant, Knez Radak, been, in
secret, a Bogomile, who had only embraced the Catholic faith under compulsion, and he
surrendered the fortress on the third day of the siege.50

In von Asboth’s view, however, the Bogomils were responsible not only for the fall of
Bosnia into Ottoman hands, but also for the religious changes that took place there fol-
lowing the conquest. Thus, for the most important of these, namely the conversions to
Islam among the Bosnian population, he proposes the following explanation:

As the greater part of the population had joined the Bogomilian Church, the conclusion may
be drawn, from the entire disappearance of this sect, that the larger part of the original popu-
lation which did not emigrate passed over to Islam.51

46Handžić, Islamizacija Bosne, 3–12.
47Ibid., 15–16; Arnold, Preaching of Islam.
48Von Asboth, Bosnien; English translation: von Asboth, Official Tour.
49Von Asboth, Bosnien, 23–93 (von Asboth, Official Tour, 25–100).
50Von Asboth, Bosnien, 88 (von Asboth, Official Tour, 94).
51Von Asboth, Bosnien, 90–2 (von Asboth, Official Tour, 98).
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As for the possible reasons behind this population’s decision to convert, offered in
support of this proposal, von Asboth suggests that

the greater number of the magnates…who had formerly only left the Bogomilian faith
under compulsion, now willingly abandoned the Catholic religion and went over to
Mohammedanism, a change of belief which was to them all the easier from the fact that
they could find in their new belief many points of resemblance to their old religious convic-
tions, which had also rejected the cross, baptism, ecclesiastical pomp, ceremonial, the hier-
archy, and the sacrament of marriage.52

Von Asboth thus provides one of the earliest versions of the Bogomil Theory and what
would seem to be the earliest version of the thesis about the similarities between Bogo-
milism and Islam, both in the context of providing a tidy, if simplistic, explanation of the
situation in Bosnia in the wake of the Ottoman conquest:

It may be…maintained that the Bogomiles became Mohammedans, that the Catholics for
the most part emigrated into Austro-Hungarian [sic.] territory; but that the Orthodox…
who would neither give up their religion nor remove to a Catholic state,… populated
those districts deserted by the Catholics.53

Given the importance – if not in real terms then at least as far as the Austro-Hungarian
point of view is concerned – of the schismatic nature of the Bosnian Church in historical
developments prior to the Ottoman conquest of Bosnia, it is only natural that this issue
should be the starting point in von Asboth’s explanation for these developments. Thus,
he concludes – quite plausibly, given the circumstances, even regardless of whether the
Bosnian Church was really Bogomil or not – that this church’s resentment towards the
Hungarians must have played some role during the events leading to the conquest and
suggests that ‘ … the real cause of the ruin of Bosnia lay in the persecution of the Bogo-
miles’.54 Von Asboth is thus openly critical of the official Hungarian policy towards the
Bosnian Church, proposing that, if the members of this church – and the Bosnian state
with them – had not been persecuted to the extent that they were, they would not have
felt such antagonism towards the Hungarians and would have been much less inclined to
surrender to the Ottomans, thus saving Bosnia from the Ottoman advance.

Von Asboth’s second proposal, however, is much less plausible. Providing of course
that one accepts that the Bosnian Church was Bogomil, or that there were a considerable
number of Bogomils in Bosnia, irrespective of whether they were members of the
Bosnian Church, von Asboth’s comparison of Bogomilism to Islam may be superficially
attractive and understandable, considering the author’s background and the context in
which he wrote. However, even these superficial similarities proceed, ironically, from
fundamental Bogomil beliefs that are wholly irreconcilable with Islam. Thus, apart
from the fact that the Bogomil dualist theology is completely absent from von
Asboth’s proposal and that the list of Bogomil practices given is arbitrary and by no
means exhaustive, even those included in this list are strongly dependant on Bogomil
theology and cannot be considered in complete isolation from it. The Bogomil rejection
of all church symbols and ceremonies, including the cross and the baptism, derives
directly from their Manichaean teaching that the material world was created by the

52Von Asboth, Bosnien, 89 (von Asboth, Official Tour, 95).
53Von Asboth, Bosnien, 92 (von Asboth, Official Tour, 98).
54Von Asboth, Bosnien, 89 (von Asboth, Official Tour, 95).
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Devil and therefore evil. Church buildings, decorations and symbols are all material and
sacraments deal with material things, which is why they are all equally detested.55 Their
acceptance benefits Evil and only prolongs the cosmic battle between Good and Evil that
is currently being played out, and which, in original Manichaean terms, represents the
second part of the cosmic drama of the Manichaean Myth.56 Also in the service of
Evil is marriage and procreation, since it prolongs the existence of the flesh, which is
entirely the product of Evil and should be denied anything that strengthens it.57 This
is why the Bogomils do not, as von Asboth proposes, only reject the sacrament of mar-
riage – which they do by definition, by rejecting all sacraments in general – but they also
reject marriage itself altogether and profess celibacy.58 Looked at in this light, the
Bogomil practices proposed by von Asboth not only have nothing in common with
Muslim practices, but are in fact at odds with them and, one may argue in the case of
the practice of marriage, are their complete opposite. This point is further illustrated
by some other Bogomil practices, which are not mentioned by von Asboth and which
likewise directly derive from the Manichaean dualist theology, such as, for instance,
the ban on killing or eating animals and on giving or receiving charity, practices that
in Islam are, on the contrary, of particular significance and represent an important
part of the every-day life of a Muslim.

Going back to Thomas Arnold then, in his account of both the Ottoman conquest of
Bosnia and the conversions to Islam that followed in its wake (relying on von Asboth and,
as will be seen shortly, in some instances on another contemporary English author), he
considerably contributed to a further simplification of both of the issues in question. Von
Asboth’s account of the conquest, summarized by Arnold, is condensed to the point of
being completely stripped of any considerations other than the Bogomil betrayal, which
thus becomes the sole cause of Bosnia’s fall into Ottoman hands:

The following year when Bosnia was invaded by Muhammad II, the Catholic king found
himself deserted by his subjects: the keys of the principal fortress, the royal city of Bobovatz,
were handed over to the Turks by the Bogomile governor; the other fortresses and towns
hastened to follow this example, and within a week seventy cities passed into the hands
of the Sultan, and Muhammad II added Bosnia to the number of his numerous conquests.59

The same can be said with regard to the conversions to Islam:

From this time forth [i.e. after the Ottoman conquest] we hear but little of the Bogomiles;
they seem to have willingly embraced Islam in large numbers immediately after the Turkish
conquest, and the rest seem to have gradually followed later, while the Bosnian Roman
Catholics emigrated into the neighbouring territories of Hungary and Austria.60

The one aspect of von Asboth’s theory on the conversion process which, in contrast to
the rest, is not condensed by Arnold, is the thesis about the similarities between Bogo-
milism and Islam. Arnold expands upon this thesis in the form of a considerably
longer list of these apparent semblances:

55Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 74.
56Lieu, Manichaeism, 8.
57Ibid., 20.
58Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 74; Obolensky, Bogomils, 12; Šidak, ‘Crkva Bosanska’, 19.
59Arnold, Preaching of Islam, 170.
60Ibid.
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We may… find the reason for the willingness of the Bogomiles to allow themselves to be
merged in the general mass of the Musalman believers, is the numerous points of likeness
between their peculiar beliefs and the tenets of Islam. They rejected the worship of the
Virgin Mary, the institution of Baptism and every form of priesthood. They abominated
the cross as a religious symbol, and considered it idolatry to bow down before religious pic-
tures and the images and the relics of the saints… They believed that Christ was not himself
crucified but that some phantom was substituted in his place: in this respect agreeing par-
tially with the teaching of the Qur’an. Their condemnation of wine and the general austerity
of their mode of life and the stern severity of their outward demeanour would serve as
further links to bind them to Islam… They prayed five times a day and five times a
night, repeating the Lord’s Prayer with frequent kneelings, and would thus find it very
little change to join in the services of the mosque.61

Again, as with von Asboth, the list of similarities between Bogomilism and Islam, may, on
the face of it, seem attractive. However, although considerably longer, this list too is very
arbitrary and consists of a selection of points that on the surface seem to suggest an
affinity between the two religious systems. As far as Bogomil practices are concerned,
it has already been pointed out that they cannot be considered in isolation from the
Bogomil dualist theology that governs them and, as a result, it is impossible to speak
of common ground between them and Islam. As for the theological points that Arnold
brings into the equation, namely, the position and status of the Virgin Mary and the
nature and role of Jesus, and, in this context, the interpretation of the Crucifixion,
both of these are complex theological issues, not only in orthodox Christianity and
Islam, but perhaps even more so in the context of Manichaeism and theologies based
on it. Any detailed exploration of these issues is beyond the scope of the present
article, and would warrant a separate study. Nevertheless, it could be pointed out that
Arnold’s observations on this, once again, overlook some central aspects of Bogomil
theology. Thus, any discussion about Jesus cannot be entered into without considering
the key issue of his nature, and one could argue that Bogomil and Islamic beliefs are fun-
damentally opposed on this matter, as each acknowledges a sole, and different, part of his
dual nature as taught by Chalcedonian Christian theology. Since all flesh is believed to be
created by the Devil, Bogomils rejected any notion of Jesus’s humanity (the implication
being that the Son of God’s body would have been created by Satan), while Muslims of
course believe him to have been a human prophet. Thus, Arnold’s hasty statement on
Bogomil belief regarding the Crucifixion provides a good illustration of why it is
unwise to form an argument on these matters simply on the basis of superficial obser-
vations: this issue is closely related to the Manichaean teaching on the nature of Jesus,
which, if anything, is closer to Catholicism than it is to Islam, since it agrees with the
former at least on the premise of Jesus’s divinity. As for other aspects of this teaching,
no definite agreement exists on these, within either Manichaeism itself or the various
forms of Neo-Manichaeism.62

In any case, the consideration of purely theological points in this context – namely, the
conversion of Bosnian ‘Bogomils’ to Islam – seems over-ambitious, for, while the basic
principles of the religious systems in question, namely dualism and monotheism,
would have been important, at least to some extent, from the point of view of those

61Ibid., 171.
62For more on this complex issue, see Rickaby, Manichees; Burkitt, Religion of the Manichees, especially Lecture II; Asmus-
sen, Manichaean Literature, 47–50, 98–103; Runciman, Medieval Manichee, 74–81.
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converting, fine doctrinal points such as those introduced by Arnold would have hardly
been of any concern to Bosnians contemplating conversion, whatever their previous
religion.

Thus, Arnold’s expansion of the Bogomilism-Islam thesis does not do much in terms
of increasing its creditability. On the contrary, what it does is to reveal even further that
in both cases, von Asboth’s and his, this thesis is a result of a strong conviction that the
only explanation for the voluntary conversion of Bosnians must lie in their apostasy from
the official church, be it Roman Catholic or Eastern Orthodox, in other words, a convic-
tion that the ‘true’ Christians of Bosnia could not have taken part in the conversions to
Islam. This conviction is in Arnold’s case revealed by the following passage with which he
concludes his exposition of this thesis:

I have brought together here many points of likeness to the teachings of Islam, which we find
in this Bogomilian heresy, but there were of course, some doctrines of a distinct Christian
character which an orthodox Muslim could not hold;… [The Bogomils’] Manichaean
dualism was equally irreconcilable with Muslim theology, but Islam has always shown
itself tolerant of such theological speculations provided that they did not issue in a
schism and that a general assent and consent were given to the main principles of its
theory and practice.63

In spite of being aware of the obvious problems with this view, Arnold would still prefer
to try to reconcile Islam even with Manichaean dualism much rather than with any
orthodox Christian doctrine.

To return to the main issue under investigation, how, then, did this questionable
theory come to constitute the most commonly held view on the Islamization process
in Bosnia? In the case of Handžić, one should consider the context within which he
quotes Arnold’s version of the thesis about the similarities between Bogomilism and
Islam, namely the discussion of the origin of the Bosnian Muslims. The thesis fits per-
fectly into Handžić’s arguments: not only does it re-enforce the notion that it is solely
the members of the Bosnian Church who could have converted to Islam (of course, on
the assumption that they were Bogomil) but, moreover, it gives substance to the idea
of the existence of a historical continuity of Bosnian Muslim identity, namely, that this
identity had its equivalent in the Middle Ages in the shape of the Bosnian Church.
The reason why the thesis, in spite of its obvious flaws, was so readily adopted by
Handžić is revealed by the following sentence with which he concludes his quotation
from Arnold: ‘These are the exact words of a scholar of world-wide renown, a professor
at London University, Arnold.’64 Whether Handžić’s apparent high regard for Arnold led
him to adopt his thesis or whether he seized upon it because it provided reputable
support for his own arguments is not clear. Nevertheless, it is evident that, in either
case, Arnold’s reputation served to promote the acceptability of the Bogomilism-Islam
thesis, as well as the Bogomil Theory in general, and hence perpetuated its presence in
the course of all subsequent discussion of conversion to Islam in Bosnia.65

A development parallel to that outlined above can be followed in another case, which
further illustrates the way in which the questionable Bogomil Theory came to be the main

63Arnold, Preaching of Islam, 171–2.
64Handžić, Islamizacija Bosne, 16.
65This is confirmed by the fact that Arnold’s book was translated first into Turkish and then into Serbo-Croat, which is how
Handžić became familiar with it.
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explanation for conversions to Islam in Bosnia. In a book called Essays on the Latin
Orient, published shortly after Arnold’s, the latter’s (or, rather, von Asboth’s) account
of events, with regard to both the Ottoman conquest of Bosnia and the conversions to
Islam, is echoed in every single aspect. This is what the author, William Miller, tells us
about the conquest:

The fate of this old royal residence [i.e. the castle of Bobovac] was typical of that of the land.
Its governor, Prince Radak, had been converted by force from the Bogomile faith to Cath-
olicism. He could have defended the fortress for years even against the great Turkish army, if
his heart had been in the cause. But he was, like so many of his countrymen, a Bogomil first
and a Bosniak afterwards. On the third day of the siege he opened the gates to Mohammed
… 66

As for the conversions process, it is explained as follows:

The Bogomils, who had formed the bulk of the old Bosnian aristocracy, hastened to embrace
the faith of Islam upon the Turkish invasion. They had preferred to be conquered by the
Sultan than converted by the Pope; and when once they had been conquered, they did
not hesitate to be converted also. The Mussulman creed possessed not a few points of resem-
blance with their own despised heresy.67

Both of the explanations given are clearly the same as those originally put forward by von
Asboth and repeated by Arnold and, while the latter’s book helped to establish the Bogo-
milism-Islam thesis among Bosnian scholars, Miller’s apparently did the same among
their Western counterparts. Evidence to this effect can be found in a text-book type
history of Yugoslavia written in 1966, in which the account of conversions to Islam in
Bosnia is an almost verbatim copy of Miller’s text. The author of this chapter does not
acknowledge this save for a few footnotes, which by no means express the extent to
which he had relied on Miller.68 In fact, the author not only recounts the Bogomil
Theory in a matter-of-fact style and using Miller’s words, but also repeats some of
Miller’s comments in the process.69

One final example of a work in the same Orientalist tradition as those examined above,
and which provides further evidence that the Bogomil Theory falls firmly within the cate-
gory of mythicized representations of history, is an 1876 Bosnia and Herzegovina tra-
velogue by a well-known British archaeologist Arthur J. Evans. In his lengthy
‘Historical Review of Bosnia’ which serves as the introduction to the rest of the book,
Evans’s account of the Ottoman conquest of Bosnia is very similar to that found in
von Asboth and Arnold; here too, it is explained in terms of a Bogomil betrayal: ‘In
1463, on Mahomet II.’s invasion, the Catholic king found himself deserted by his
people. The keys of the principal fortress, the royal city of Bobovac, were handed over
to the Turk by the “Manichaean” governor… ’70 And here too, the persecutions of the
Bosnians by the Catholic Church in the centuries and decades preceding the Ottoman

66Miller, 489.
67Ibid., 494.
68Darby, ‘Bosnia and Herzegovina’.
69Thus, among other things, Darby defines ‘beys’ as ‘Bogomil nobles’, and ‘reaya’ as ‘the caste of Christian peasants’ (Ibid.,
64).

70Evans, Through Bosnia, xlii. If this quotation sounds remarkably similar to the description given by Arnold above (see
note 59), it is because the latter – although he provides a general reference here to both Evans and von Asboth – clearly
relied on Evans for the wording of this particular sentence.
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conquest are blamed for the success of the conquest. But, what makes Evans unique in
this collection of Orientalist interpretations of the process of conversion to Islam in
Ottoman Bosnia is his remarkable candour with regard to both his personal convictions
and the motives behind these interpretations. Evans approaches his ‘Historical Review of
Bosnia’ from an openly Christian Protestant standpoint and, before even embarking
upon his account of Bosnian history, he gives us an indication of his intentions in the
preface:

In the Historical Review of Bosnia I have attempted to elucidate and emphasise a most
important aspect of Bosnian history – the connection, namely, between that till lately
almost unknown land, and the Protestant Reformation of Europe, and the debt which
even civilised England owes to that now unhappy country.71

He does indeed proceed to make a tenuous connection – using, in his own words, ‘indir-
ect evidence’ – between Jan Hus and Jerome of Prague and Bosnia, calling the former
‘spiritual children’ of the ‘Bogomiles of Bulgaria and Bosnia’.72 Straight after, Evans
simply starts calling the alleged Bogomil Bosnian population ‘Protestants’, and provides
the following open condemnation of the role of the Catholic Church in both the Ottoman
conquest and conversions to Islam among the Bosnians:

The Protestant population of Bosnia had at last deliberately taken its choice, and preferred
the dominion of what it believed to be the more tolerant Turks to the ferocious tyranny of
Catholic kings, magnates, and monks… Europe has mainly to thank the Church of Rome
that an alien civilisation and religion has been thrust into their midst, and that Bosnia at
present day remains Mahometan.73

Evans is equally open about the reasons for this approach: as part of the solution to the
Eastern Question, he puts forward the proposal that England, as a fellow Protestant
country, should support the Bosnian Orthodox population’s rebellion which had
started in 1875 and was still ongoing, encourage the establishment of an independent
Christian Bosnia, and act as ‘a European guarantor’ of this new state.74

Conclusion

Thus, the beginnings of the Bogomil Theory undermine its very basis, and its later sup-
porters seem to have either forgotten or, in the case of the Bosnian Muslims, chosen to
forget them. There is, therefore, another lesson to be drawn from the 1990s revival of the
Bogomil Theory: not only was its resurgence in the last decade of the twentieth century
dictated by the circumstances of the age and influenced by the personal sentiments and
political motives of its supporters, but its very conception is also almost entirely the result
of these two factors. Initially conceived by Western Christians as an apologetic way of
explaining the conversion of Bosnian Christians to Islam, this theory was then readily
seized upon by Bosnian Muslims themselves, who, faced with pressures from Bosnian
and Yugoslavian Christians and within the context of the identity crisis imposed upon
them, also found in it the desperately needed justification for their own religious

71Ibid., vii.
72Ibid., xxxv–xl.
73Ibid., xli.
74Ibid., lxiii.
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affiliation. Moreover, they turned the idea that members of the Bosnian Church were
Bogomil heretics into an expression of their unique Bosnian identity. As for the points
that undermine the theory, such as, most notably, the question of Manichaean
dualism, they simply chose to ignore them while at the same time emphasizing those
which seem to support it.

The nineteenth-century Western interpretations of the Bosnian religious history post-
Ottoman conquest analysed above may provide an expedient solution to the ‘problem’ of
the identity of Bosnian Muslims, and act as part of the defence mechanism against weap-
onized Serbian and Croatian nationalist theories, but it is important that they are recog-
nized for what they are: mythicized narratives constructed by representatives of colonial
powers, biased on the basis of the authors’ religious affiliations, and motivated by the
imperialist agendas of their respective establishments. Just as it is time to de-mythicize
views on Islam in Bosnia perpetuated by the nationalist historiographies of Bosnian
and former Yugoslavian Christians, it is also high time to decolonize the Bosnian
Muslims’ views on the subject. It is hoped that this article will represent a small step
in that direction.
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